Effects of varying the amount of preexposure to spatial cues on a subsequent navigation task.
In each of two experiments rats were preexposed to four compound landmarks (AX, BX, CX, and DX) one at a time; they were then trained to find a submerged platform located in a fixed position in a swimming pool using these same landmarks. When the preexposure was SHORT (4 sessions) it facilitated subsequent learning (a perceptual learning effect), whereas when rats were given a LONG preexposure phase (8 sessions) this facilitatory effect disappeared. EXTRA-LONG preexposure (16 sessions) reversed the facilitatory effect--that is to say, we observed retarded learning. The results show that rats' ability to navigate towards an invisible goal is affected by the length of their preexposure to the spatial cues that signal the location of the goal. These data are consistent with an associative analysis of the swimming pool navigation task.